FACTFILE:
GCSE

JOURNALISM IN THE MEDIA AND
COMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
UNIT 3: INDUSTRY, THEORY AND PRACTICE

Conventions of Print Journalism
Part 1, Section A: Technology,
Conventions and Modern
Journalism
CONVENTIONS OF PRINT
JOURNALISM
Purpose of Factfile?
To enable students to develop knowledge
and understanding of print conventions in
journalism.

Specific Learning Outcomes
supported by the FactFile?

• headlines, subheadings, straplines and
standfirsts;
• quotations and/or sources;
• bylines;
• pull quotes;
• blurbs/plugs/puffs;
• sidebars;
• graphics and illustrations;
• image selection and placing; and
• captions.

Target audience?
Student? Teacher? Both?
Teachers and Students.

How the FactFile supports
development of Key Stage 4
Statutory skills?
Opportunities for UICT, PS, WO and Comm
throughout.

FactFile Content

Students should be able to identify, consider
and define the purpose of the following technical
and presentational features and conventions
used in print news platforms, and analyse their
effectiveness in relation to the target audience:
• page layout and typography;
• masthead;

Unit 3 of the GCSE Journalism course is assessed
through an online examination, and Section A of
the exam draws on students’ knowledge of print
conventions, among other topics. Students may
be asked to explain terminology, offer the correct
term for an identified convention or correctly
label examples of conventions in use. They must
therefore be able to confidently recognise and recall
conventions of journalistic media to meet this
requirement.
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This factfile is intended to clarify definitions related
to basic print conventions and offer ideas for further
research. Similar factfiles on the conventions of
radio, TV and online formats, the role and purpose
of journalism, technology and modern journalism,
professional roles in journalism and journalism law,
regulation and ethics are also available from the
CCEA microsite.

Print Journalism
Print journalism primarily covers newspapers and
magazines, and is specific to work published in the
hard-copy printed medium. (Online journalism,
while taking many stylistic and layout cues from
print, remains a discrete topic and is covered
separately.)

Conventions of the Medium
Attracting Readers
Layout is key in print media. It not only
communicates the story in question but the news
values and identity of the publication itself. The
foundations of modern print layouts for newspapers
can be found in their earlier contrasting formats
of broadsheet and tabloid. In the present day,
compact formats broadly retain broadsheet
aesthetics despite their smaller size.
The most obvious factor in attracting readers for
both magazines and newspapers remains their
front page, and both will use images and headlines
carefully to target their audiences. With magazines,
the feature story and cover image do most of
the work. With newspapers, the clearest way of
attracting attention is through use of headlines.
These tend to vary in size according to the format
of the paper and to how newsworthy the story is
deemed to be – a major lead story in a tabloid, for
example, may justify a splash headline that can
entirely dominate the front page and exclude all
other stories.

in as detail beneath; this enables the reader to get a
sense of the main story without having to read the
full piece.

Visual Information
Images in newspapers are presented with captions
to anchor their meaning, whether they are
presented alongside the relevant story or used
as a front page lead to entice readers to open the
paper. Non-photographic images such as charts or
graphs may also be used to provide information in
a pictorial format. This helps break up the text and
supply additional data to illustrate the story as well
as providing visual variety.
Magazines often only have one image on their
cover – examples include prestige publications like
Time magazine or high-end fashion magazines
like Vogue, which tend to focus on one cover
star. Magazines aimed at a particular readership
(e.g. special interest magazines about films, cars
etc.) or those aimed at a younger audience may
accompany cover lines or plugs with additional
smaller images, helping to suggest variety and
excitement and give the impression that the issue
is packed full of information.

Readability
Even in the days before online media began
to present a challenge to print, many of the
conventions of the medium were geared towards
making stories as easy to read as possible. Text
presented in columns is easier to scan because the
eye can travel downwards rather than having to
follow the line across the page, and subheadings
can be used to divide information into chunks in
some publications. Use of the inverted pyramid
structure means that the most salient facts appear
at the top, with further less vital information filled
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Example Student Activities

Definitions

Newsstands in Focus:
Find one or more photos of newsstands and outlets
that sell newspapers and magazines, or bring in
a picture of one from your local newsagent. How
are print artefacts like newspapers and magazines
displayed for sale? How does this impact their
respective front page layouts?

Please note that some of the following terms may
be found elsewhere with alternative definitions,
particularly online. The changing nature of the
print industry and shifts in design styles and
audiences means some presentational elements
of print media have evolved; some have alternative
correctly-termed and interchangeable names, while
others have merely been mistakenly defined and
the incorrect definition widely propagated by the
internet. For the purposes of the exam, these are
the terms and definitions that apply and should be
learned by Journalism students.

Front Page Features:
Bring in magazine covers and newspaper front
pages from home, or print off clear images of a
selection from the internet. Try to go for different
types (e.g. local/national red-top and ‘quality’
newspapers; TV guides, celebrity gossip, sports,
fashion and special interest magazines such as
cars or photography). Stick them to a larger page
and label as many layout features as you can. Try
to identify a broad audience for each magazine
(gender and likely age bracket, for example) and
annotate three layout features (colour, image, font
etc.) that might appeal to that audience and why.
Covering a School Magazine:
In groups, design a front page for a school
magazine (this can be for the school in general or
for any special interest clubs or societies). Present
the finished prototype to the rest of the class.
Print Media – A luxury?:
Read the article ‘Print journalism is becoming a
luxury few can afford’ (http://www.independent.
co.uk/voices/comment/print-journalism-isbecoming-a-luxury-few-can-afford-8224506.html),
paying particular attention to the final section
(subtitled ‘Cream at the top’). What is the writer’s
main argument regarding the class backgrounds
of journalists? Why does he believe it is a potential
problem? Do you agree? Discuss why or why
not, and if it makes you think differently about a
journalist’s own biases and responsibilities.
‘Death’ of Print Media?:
The ‘death’ of print media has been brought up
repeatedly since the advent of online news. What
are the factors affecting it? Try to research some
of the arguments supporting it and those that go
against it. Present arguments in teams as part of a
class debate.

Blurb
A brief introduction or miniature biography of the
writer of a piece, often used to connect with the
reader and/or supply the journalist’s credentials.
It is usually found towards the end of a news story
or op-ed piece, and may include social media links
such as a Twitter handle to encourage further
reading/interaction, promote the writer and raise
his or her profile.
Example: Different layouts of blurbs can be seen in
these print article images at https://simontownley.
co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/social-networks.
png and https://chatwithkat.files.wordpress.
com/2012/06/bc_fit_article_big.png

Byline
The single line giving the name (and if applicable,
the position/role, e.g. ‘Current Affairs Editor’) of the
writer of a print article.
Example: Two of the three stories on this front
page have more than one contributing author,
and some writers’ names are followed by their
position or, in the case of an international story,
their location: http://static6.businessinsider.com/
image/55671714ecad049f2b0e11f4-700-892/
uk_tt-4.jpg

Caption
A brief descriptive line accompanying a photo or
other image to explain its content and anchor the
meaning.
Example: The caption under the picture of Andy
Murray is clearly visible on this front page: http://
www.anorak.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/
times-1.jpg
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Coverline
A short quote and/or phrase directly superimposed
onto the main cover image of a magazine,
summarising or ‘trailing’ the articles in that issue to
entice the target audience. Not to be confused with
Puff or Plug (see definitions below).
Example: Vogue magazine typically uses coverlines
rather than plugs, perhaps to avoid interfering with
their high-status cover star images. See an example
issue here: http://www.vogue.com/wp-content/
uploads/2015/11/11/jennifer-lawrence-december2015-cover.jpg

Headline
The heading of an article, variously functioning
as a title, an introductory message and a way
of catching a reader’s eye. Headlines are almost
always between one and twelve words, and can vary
greatly in tone and presentation (e.g. all caps in a
tabloid, or serif font in some compact/‘broadsheet’
format papers) depending on the publication
and the story’s subject matter. They may contain
wordplay/puns, or be comprised of quotes or
abbreviations of quotes; most avoid punctuation
like full stops but can use expressive punctuation
like exclamation marks to denote excitement or
quotation marks to show quoted speech. In terms
of presentation in a newspaper or magazine, any
headline should be easily identified by its size and
prominence in relation to a particular story.
Example: A great range of different newspaper
headlines can be viewed at http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/blogs/the_papers

Masthead
The publication title in its logo form as it appears
on the front page of the publication (in the US this
is called a ‘nameplate’ and the word ‘masthead’ is
used to refer to a list of editorial staff, so take care
not to confuse these). The choice of fonts, colours
and other design features (e.g. The Daily Mail’s
coat of arms, The Independent’s eagle) can be used
to imply the publication’s news values, political
ideology and so forth, as well as features intended
to attract their target audience.
Example: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs/
the_papers has a good range of newspapers which
illustrates how the mastheads can relate to each.
Note now many tabloid format papers (e.g. The Sun,
The Star etc.) have similar mastheads of bold white

sans serif block text on a red box background, a look
so ubiquitous that these sorts of papers took on the
slang name ‘Redtops’.

Plug
Similar to a coverline (see previous definition),
a plug appears on the cover of a magazine or
newspaper and gives succinct information about
an article or feature within the issue. The words are
overlaid on a graphic shape or box to emphasise
them and stand out over the cover image.
Example: The ‘Win!’ box on https://smedia-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/6c/ae/
c9/6caec94470cf3eca76a2dc0c259841b4.jpg, the
‘5 Minute Flat Abs’ circle on https://mrmagazine.
files.wordpress.com/2015/03/cosmo-april-14-cover.
jpg and the ‘Ultra HD TV’ on https://s3-eu-west-1.
amazonaws.com/cdnimages.uniquemagazines.
co.uk/Large/12195719.jpg are examples of plugs.

Puff
Used in several ways in print media, all to do with
inflating the status of something. A ‘puff piece’
is the term used to describe an overly flattering
or favourably exaggerated article about someone
or something, but used alone, the term is a short
phrase like a tagline, usually on the front cover,
used to praise or sell the magazine or newspaper to
its target audience.
Example: ‘Ireland’s best-selling daily newspaper’
on The Irish Independent (http://a2012.kiosko.
net/11/29/ie/irish_independent.750.jpg) or ‘The
World’s Biggest Movie Magazine’ on Empire (http://
cdn.movieweb.com/img.site/PHiPxS50KhVilr_1_l.
jpg).

Pull quotes
A short quote lifted from a feature or interview and
enlarged or emphasised in the layout to catch the
reader’s eye. It may be used as a subheading or
article title, shown in a text box, inlaid into columns
of text or superimposed over an accompanying
image. Often provocative or unexpected quotes are
used to entice the audience into reading further.
Example: A quick search shows a variety of pull
quote layouts: https://www.google.co.uk/sear
ch?q=pull+quote&biw=1536&bih=731&sourc
e=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiC1rZlMDRAhVLORoKHYwfCjMQ_AUIBigB
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Quotations
Written transcriptions of the exact words spoken
by an interviewee, presented in quotation marks to
convey their subjective nature. Often accompanied
by the name of the speaker so their words can be
attributed to them.
Example: the first paragraph of this scanned in
page from a film magazine article directly quotes
the actor Chris Hemsworth about the film they
are making, demonstrating how quotations from
a speaker can be integrated into a feature or
news story: http://i.skyrock.net/1725/89811725/
pics/3200802379_1_16_LKh4WjJ6.png

Sidebars
An extra column of text placed at the side of the
page, offering extra information related to the
accompanying article without directly being a
part of it. It could be used alongside a short story
to offer a biography of the writer, for example, or
give an historical timeline of events that form a
background to the main event described in an
article. Elements of layout such as a coloured
text box may be used to visually differentiate the
sidebar from the main story.
Example: The green ‘Lobster’ section alongside the
main article in this example spread demonstrates
use of a sidebar to highlight extra information
about preparing one particular ingredient for the
selection of recipes featured: https://s-mediacache-ak0.pinimg.com/ originals/46/40/19/
46401980435ea571b2634e896ce997ce.jpg

Source
Any supply of appropriate information – a
document, witness or spokesperson that sheds light
on the subject of a story or article. A source may
be named or anonymous and will often be quoted
directly to lend weight to the final piece.
Example: This brief obituary quotes a friend of the
deceased, Michelle Madson, to give information
about him directly: https://hmunro.files.wordpress.
com/2011/06/timothy-trent-blade-blog.jpg. Several
sources are used in http://probability.ca/sbl/news5.
jpg including university professors, a report by CBC
and David Caplan, a minister who is quoted directly.

Standfirst
Often presented as a ‘topic sentence’, a standfirst
will summarise the main gist of a story at its
beginning, acting as a kind of introduction to the

body text. It can easily be confused with a strapline
(see definition) which acts more as an elaboration
of the headline, whereas the standfirst can be
thought of as a kind of preface included in the main
story itself.
Example: The first sentence of the main story,
emphasised with bold type, acts as standfirst in
https://metrouk2.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/
mirror.jpg?quality=80&strip=all and introduces
the news in one line. You’ll notice that only the
lead story at http://en.kiosko.net/ie/2012-11-29/
np/irish_independent.html has an emboldened
standfirst opening it. Standfirsts will usually be
used more for lead stories, especially in non-tabloid
papers, and may sometimes not be used at all,
which can also mean they are often confused with
straplines, a more common feature in news stories
and magazine articles.

Strapline
Not to be confused with a standfirst or subheading
(see definitions), a strapline comes immediately
after or before the main headline. It is usually
printed larger than the body text of a story,
and functions as a short but still eye-catching
introductory explanation to the story. It can give
secondary details in a quick form to entice readers,
developing the headline in more detail and pointing
the reader towards the standfirst.
Example: The blue question under the title in
https://tenminutespastdeadline.files.wordpress.
com/2016/03/img_2728.jpg?w=490&h=319 acts
as a strapline, introducing two sides of a debate
on an issue. The diesel emissions main story on
https://cbsminnesota.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/
uk-prince-newspaper.jpg uses bullet points in
its strapline, outlining main details for potential
readers.

Subheading
Usually one or two words at most, subheadings can
appear throughout stories (usually longer ones) to
introduce a new topic or speaker and help break up
the text more.
Example: the subheadings ‘Guidelines’ and ‘Debts’
are used to divide up the story and direct the
reader in http://openworldnews.com/wp-content/
uploads/2013/02/The-Sun-Ex-model-who-rakes-inmillions-from-hard-up-families.jpg – they are in
bold, centred and underlined for emphasis.
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Questions to consider?
• Which features are usually found in magazines,
and which in newspapers?
• Which features may apply to either print
medium?
• Can I recognise examples of each print journalism
feature and correctly identify it in a variety of
contexts?

Additional information sources
BBC Bitesize
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/topics/zyrw39q
Journalism.co.uk
https://www.journalism.co.uk/
Journalism and Writing Career advice
http://www.sean.co.uk/a/journalism/index.shtm
Top Ten Tips for Aspiring Journalists
http://www.forbes.com/sites/
jennagoudreau/2012/11/09/top-10-tips-for-youngaspiring-journalists/#1573d5c138df
Print Journalism: A Complete Book of
Journalism (google books result)
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=exHOCwAAQB
AJ&lpg=PT36&ots=wiqMaFH5GQ&dq=good%20
print%20journalism&pg=PT36#v=onepage&q=
good%20print%20journalism&f=false
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